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      District 7 of the Tehran Municipality at a glance 

Geographical Features 

 

0086311 Area (square meter) 

01611 Area of green lands (square kilometer) 

821121 Population (person) 

%4.4 Population percentage relative to Tehran population 

804.21 Population congestion in a square kilometer 

%2.1 Area percentage relative to Tehran area 
 

The district 7 has a 1536800 square meter area that encloses 2.1% total area of 
Tehran and it has the fifteenth place in area among districts of Tehran. This district 
places in the heart of Tehran and has 5 areas and 19 neighbors. The most well known 
neighbors in this district are Gorgan, Nezam Abad, Abbas Abad, Eshrat Abad and 
Andisheh. District 7 is neighbor of District 3 and 4 in the north, district 8 in the east, 
district 6 in the west and district 12 and 13 in the south. Resalat high way is its 
northern frontier while its southern frontier is Enghelab and Damavand streets. The 
eastern frontier is Sabalan and southern part of Magidieh Street while Modarres high 
way and Doctor Shahid Beheshti street is its western frontier.  

According to comprehensive proposal of Tehran (approved in 1967), Tehran is 
divided into two entirely separated districts of southern and northern as the district 
7 places in the northern district.  

According to comprehensive systemization proposal in 1992, Tehran is divided into 5 
urban realms and district 7 places in the southern realm. In development sewage 
proposal, complete proposal and collaboration to municipality of district 7, present 
and suggestive structure for determining realms is offered. A realm is an equal 
physical-social unit that constructs according to common and direct needs, relations 
and services of habitants and it is used as a basic unit for planning, designing and 
managing city. Indicators to determine a realm are: social and population indicators, 
structural indicators (frontier, area, shape, etc.) and functional indicators. 
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Organization and management of realm has a fundamental role in partnership, 
reviving and organizing realm habitants. In the past, district 7 was a part of old 
Tehran and Shemiran hunting-ground and was accessible through Shemiran road 
(Shariati Street) that connected the city to the country. The road was extended from 
Darvaze Shemiran to Tagrish through passing from Shemiran boundary. Some 
gardens and villas were built around Shemiran road including Eshrat Abad, Ghazar 
palace, etc where have been used as prison and garrison. These all are used very 
much in this district.  

Shariati Street (old Shemiran road), divides district 7 in two parts of western and 
eastern with different skeletal features. There are compressed texture, crumbling 
separations and inefficient and incomplete network in east part while there are a 
regular network and big separations that changed into official and commercial uses 
from residential uses in west part currently.  

In the Pahlavi II governing (19942-1979) development followed two trends with 
general growth of Tehran city (skeletally, socially and economically). Lands between 
old Shemiral road and Shahid Beheshti Street and the third road (Modarres high way) 
developed toward the north, Abbas Abad lands belonged to the government were 
occupied by new citizens in social high level and lands between old Shemiran road 
and Damavand and Sbalan Street with developing trend into the east occupied by 
low level citizens who were religious and had low incomes. 

The role of district 7 as a mediator for transportation in the city has been increased 
since 1940s. District 7 was changed in to a complete residential texture with some 
differences in social-skeletal features in both sides of old Shemiran Street (Shariati) in 
1978. This part was integrated in west and south because of central part 
development.  

In Islamic republic Iran governing (since 1978) Tehran Mosalla was designed and 
implemented after stopping Shahestan Pahlavi project in part of lands of district 7. 
According to general government policy for municipality independency in the early 
1990s and policy adoption of selling accumulation surplus to earn income for Tehran 
municipalities in mentioned general policy framework, district 7 makes high revenue 
for Tehran municipality. Although this policy was stopped in 2002, it has effected on 

skeletal features and appearance of district significantly. 
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Population Information 

 821121 persons live in the district 7 as there was a negative population rate between 
1980 –1997. The following reasons for increasing rate of population growth during 
1997- 2007 are : 

According to independency policy of municipalities in early 1990s, Tehran municipality 
started selling building congestion surplus to earn money. According to regulation 
approved by superior council of Iran urban development and architecture, all 
municipalities with population over 200000 can increase building congestion for 
maximum 25% based comprehensive proposal. After approving this law since 1977, 
housing construction has been increased. Another factor to raise housing construction 
is the law 269 approved in 1981which determines accumulation and numbers of floors 
up to 7 pretaing to passage and land area . 

The position of district 7 in the center of Tehran and development of central part 
accompanying changes in residential uses into commercial-official utilizations makes 
effects such as attracting travel to the district, different traffic in night and day, lack of 
car parks, etc. in case of continuous current trend and lack of appropriate plan in 
future to eliminate these problems, all residential parts may be changes in to 
commercial, official centers, workplace and storage while increasing residential uses 
in the center of city and modifying social structure of residential districts according to 
a right plan framework can survive, revive and fortify social and cultural role of 
central part basically. 

Census of 2006 and 1996 

  unit 1991 2001 

Population person 811,202 821,121 

Male person 004,618 000,661 

Female person 040,001 004,400 

Family 
members 

person 30,636 11,860 

 

Relative congestion of literates and illiterates  

Population ≥ 1 years old person 210,362 

Male/Literate person 040,643 

Female/Literate person 080,666 

Male/Illiterate person 4,060 

Female/Illiterate person 1,318 
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District development Vision 

According to appropriate potentials for developing and 
promoting life quality in the district, the district 
development prospective inspired principles of sustainable 
development and based partnership and supervision 
principles to save environmental, cultural and citizen 

partnership achievements in all aspects. So prospective goals are as follow: 

Supporting district place in central of Tehran pertaining to northern and eastern 
areas.  

Stabilizing local societies.  

Facilitating access.  

Stabilizing environment.  

Disciplining new urban management and attracting social partnership.  

Promoting life quality and creating vivacity in urban life.  

District Map 

Dr.Shariati Street (old Shemiran road) divides district in 
to western and eastern part. There are significant 
differences between them in both urban and social 
structure. Western habitants have upper social and 
economical position than eastern habitants and quality 
of their houses are different based area, comfortable 
facilities, appearance, etc. 

Western part is neighbor of district 6 and its properties 
are as same as district 6. There are a lot of commercial companies, trade centers and 
embassies in western part. The most part of Shahid Beheshti (Abbasabad) and Ostad 
Motahari Street place in western part of district 7. Mentioned street besides 
Sohrevardi Street are more different than other streets in the district. 

Urban texture in west of district 7 is plaid and heterogeneous and has small separated 
units that shows unorganized position of construction time in 1940s. Most of official 
centers including 504 army hospital, Eman Hossain hospital, Jorjani hospital, 
Joghrafiaiea artesh organization, Niroohaye Mosallah common council, Air and navy 
command, Ghasr garrison, Eshratabad, Heshmatieh, Abbasabad, Ghasr prison, Post, 
telegraph and telephone ministry, Health regional organization of Tehran province, 
Defense and patronage of army power ministry place in district 7. 
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Goals and Vision of district 7 until 2013 

1. District 7, a green and pretty district 
 

 Developing public lands and different gardens and flower beds  

 Creating appropriate green lands in evaluated places and possessing them  

 Propagating public green lands and creating new green lands harmonized 
each limitation and urban place.  

 developing tree planting culture  

 optimizing unrestrained lands  

  

2. District 7, a secure district in accidents and disasters 
 

 Raising public awareness on different subjects such as safe community, 
prevention traffic accidents, community empowerment for improving level 
of community health. 

 promoting habitants to reconstruct and stabilize their houses  

 stringency and severity in evaluating building conditions  

 helping poor classes in the district to reconstruct their residential places  

 planning to change old parts and facilitating private sector partnership  

  

3. District 7, a district with noble  
Iranian and Islamic specifications 

 

 

 evaluating and doing feasible study to plan for dominate population 

      class (youngsters)  

 using religious places (Mosques, Hosainieh, etc.) for different purposes  

  

 

 

It is necessary to mention that district 7 is the first district in Tehran Municipality that 
established Integrated Management System (IMS) and also QMS bronze Award 2010 
(the first in the Middle East service based organizations). 
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Indicator1: an infrastructure based on partnership and collaborations, 
governed by a cross- sectional group that is responsible for safety 
promotion in the community 

The Secretariat of the Safe Community Committee in District 7 of the Tehran 
municipality formed in 2010-11 and chaired by the Mayor of District 7 of the Tehran 
municipality as the chairman of the Safe Community Steering Committee and 
launched its activities with the participation and cooperation of the Secretary of Safe 
Community Steering Committee. 

The ultimate goal of establishing the safe communities in the district are as 
prevention of accidents and safe community model based on the general purpose 
reduced incidence of accidents and incident and improve safety conditions based on 
safe community model. 

 

Selective approaches are as below: 

 Advocacy and inter-sectoral and intra-sectoral collaboration 

 Raising Public awareness and Community participation 

 Promoting, improving and reforming reinforcement troops skills 

 Promoting and improving regional accidents reporting system 

 Safety Promotion in different environments such as parks, highways, 

streets, schools 

 Monitoring, supervision and evaluation of interventions and activities 

 

Establishing Secretariat of the Safe Community with the following members: 

- Chairman of the Safe Community Steering Committee 

-Secretary of the Safe Community Steering Committee  

-Experts and secretariat staffs. 
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GH. MirzaeFallah 

Mayor of District 7 of the Tehran municipality  

Head of Safe Community Steering Committee 

Email: mirzae-g@tehran.iri 

Tel: +9888496767 

Fax:+9888496776 

 

S.Kousari 

Secretary of the safe Committee Steering community 

Tel: +9888496788 

Fax: +9888496776  

Email: soheilk2@gmail.com 

 

 

 

Saeid Parsinia  

Delegate of Tehran Safe Community Committee at District 7                                              
                                                                                     

Email: saeid_parsinia@yahoo.com 

 Tel: +9822043045                                                                                                                       

                                           

                                                       

 

mailto:mirzae-g@tehran.iri
mailto:soheilk2@gmail.com
mailto:saeid_parsinia@yahoo.com
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The members of the Safe Community Steering Committee of District 7 of 
the Tehran municipality 

 
1. Mayor of District 7 of the Tehran municipality- Head of Safe Community 

Steering Committee  

2. Representative of Tehran Safe Community Policy Making Council  

3. Secretary of Tehran Safe Community Policy Making Council 

4. Secretary and expert of Safe Community Steering Committee  

5. Deputy Mayor in charge of Traffic & Transportation Affairs 

6. Deputy Mayor in charge of Civic Affairs 

7. Deputy Mayor in charge of Social & Cultural Affairs 

8. Head of Traffic Police 

9. Ministry of Health and Medical Education  

10. Director of the District Education  

11. Head of District Fire Dept. 

12. Head of the Crisis Management Headquarter 

13. Secretaries of local CBO,S (Shorayari) 
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Analyzing the results of population data made SCSC to decide focusing 
on two main issues that are more important ones besides the others.  

Formation of the Safe Community Steering committee: 

Members of the committee are representatives from the organizations of different 
institutions that their activities are related to the safety and accident prevention and 
to control and promote the establishment of safe community and durability in the 
district. 

The following priorities which are based on available information, documents and 
expert opinions of the SCSC members in various sectors were put in the agenda. 

 Related transportation and traffic accidents  

 Safety for elderly and children prevention 

 
Choosing these two main issues don’t mean forgetting other groups such as children, 
women and etc. So many activities have been done about them, but having specific 
workgroups will be decided after analyzing gathering data.   

Data organization and analysis of statistics show that most accidents are traffic 
accidents. Also the results from this source show that the most affected age group 
involved, is the age group of elderly and children. 

According to the data analysis and statistics and considering what was explained, the 
following workgroups were formed and our priority is on these two workgroups. 

 

 Workgroup on  prevention of transportation and traffic accidents  

 Workgroup on safety for children and elderly 

 

 

Workgroup on prevention of transportation and traffic accidents  

 

 Establishing and conducting various sessions of this working group on traffic 
and transportation accidents. 

 

Working group on prevention of traffic and transportation accidents is one of the 
most obvious and clear examples of the safe community and one of its main activity 
to reduce the traffic accidents incidence in order to raise the citizens’ safety (all 
groups) in the district. 
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The members of this working group are:  

 Safe community secretary and experts 

 Deputy mayor in charge of civic and technical affairs 

 Responsible district for emergency medical services  

 Deputy for traffic affairs; responsible district for Fire Dept.  

 Responsible district for Red Crescent Organization  

 Responsible for the district’s Judicial Authority and Police 

 Secretaries of local CBO’S (Shorayari). 

 

The responsible body for this working group is the District Deputy Mayor for traffic & 
transportation affairs. 

The goal of this workgroup is to reduce and prevent traffic accidents in the district, so 
that with the collaboration and coordination of several organizations and through 
community participation, the incidence of traffic accidents injuries reduces 50% 
during the next 5 years. Hopefully, it is expected to have annual 10% reduction in this 
rate.  

This workgroup is one of the main workgroup that is planned to form in District 7 of 
the Tehran municipality and all the activities mentioned below are being done since 
establishment of the SCSC. 

 

Activities and interventions done in workgroup on prevention of 
transportation and traffic accidents  

 

 Collecting, assorting and analyzing of traffic accident based on the injuries 
which lead to death, incapability or other damages 

 Finding dangerous passages in the district on the basis of data gathered from 
different organizations such as emergency medical services, traffic police and 
fire dept. and is determined as priorities by the Deputy Mayor in charge of 
Traffic & Transportation Affairs. 

 Modifying a GIS data base of accident location. 

 Modifying and correcting the geometric shape and structure of dangerous 
passages. 
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 Installing traffic symbols, red lights, lining pedestrian, dumpers, in different 
passages. 

 Collecting data on defects of the roads which lead to schools and educational 
centers. 

 Holding meeting with responsible bodies of social affairs and education 
departments for training and using of cultural and educational facilities and 
capacities 

 Holding meeting with the responsible bodies of health house and local 
neighborhoods council (Shorayari) for training and using of cultural and 
educational facilities and capacities 

 Installing different street and road traffic signs, flashing lights, stop signs and 
traffic symbols, in different risky junctions and intersections 

 

 

 

Work group on prevention of safety for elderly and children 

Concerning safety for elderly and children and its adverse consequences in the 
society and increasing social harms, this workgroup establishment is with the aims of 
promoting safety for elderly and children rate and considering their basic needs. It is 
expected that the safety for elderly and children rate will be increased to 50% in the 
next five years, so based on this goal, the workgroup tries to achieve these goals 
through the below priorities: 

The members of this work group are as bellow: 

 Safe community secretariat and experts  

 One of the active NGO in District 7 of the Tehran municipality called (Iran 
Elderly & Disabled Association) 

 Responsible District 7 of the Tehran municipality for Red Crescent Organization 

 Responsible for the district’s Judicial authority and police 

 Deputy for social affairs  

 Responsible for District 7 of the Tehran municipality rehabilitation organization 

Other activities which were done are as bellow: 
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 Establishing and conducting various activities about this workgroup issues on 
prevention of safety for elderly and children. 

 Raising public awareness through publishing pamphlets, banners and etc. 

 Determining the safety standards checklists of parks and schools. 

 Identifying related NGOs which work on safety for elderly. 
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Training fire distinguishing for the Honored Family Mayors 

 

 

workshop on first aid training for School Mayors 
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 At risk behaviors at home 

 

 

 

Honored Family Mayors 
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Honored Family Mayors 

 

 

 

Public education on natural disasters 
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Indicator 2: Existence of Long-term, sustainable programs covering 
genders and all ages, environments, and situations 

 

 

Activities and interventions of the Safe Community Steering Committee based on age 
groups to promote and improve the safety in the following age groups are as below: 

 

Age Group 0-14: 

The following schemes are being done or will be done: 

 Involving children in the plans of School Mayors 

 Teaching traffic rules to children of pre-schools and kindergarten practically 

 Introducing safe community to the children through ceremonies and special 
occasions 

 Sensitize parents on how to provide safe life for children through distributing 
brochures at health houses and NGOs 

 

Age Group 15-24: 

In this age group, most of the accidents are caused by traffic accidents and trauma, so 
the following interventions were done: 

 Increasing  law enforcement to prevent traffic accidents by traffic police 

 Conducting educational sessions for the age group with the collaboration of 
the Deputy Mayor in Social Affairs of municipality and the  Transportation& 
Traffic Organization 

 Using banners in the District to inform the citizens and sending the information 
to all municipality staffs. 

 

Age Group 25-64: 

In this age group, traffic accidents are most common, so the following interventions 
are being done: 
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 Performing the programs in preventing traffic accidents and conducting 
educational sessions, distributing brochures, installing stands and billboards 
and  holding exhibitions 

 Teaching safety for doing tasks at offices and technical affairs at worksites   

 Preparing disincentive rules and guidelines on traffic accidents and accurate 
implementation of them.   

 

Age Group above 64:  

In this age group, traffic accidents (as a passenger), car crashes are most common, so 
the following interventions were done: 

 Educating elderly' families about safety of elderly. 

 Designing proper and suitable passages and pathways for safety and wellbeing 
of elderly people. 

 Providing proper and suitable space and safe equipments for elderly people at 
recreational places and parks controlling by checklists. 

 

Other activities of the Safe Community Steering Committee District 7 of the Tehran 
municipality are as below: 

 Public education and promoting on safe community and distributing 
educational media and electronic media in the district. 

 Identifying District 7 of the Tehran municipality NGOs for further collaboration 
(done) 

 Introducing the Safe Community Steering Committee District 7 of the Tehran 
municipality to all of the municipality staffs and asking for their points of view 
(is being done) 

 Preparing banners and billboards on different topics on safe community (is 
being done)  

 Holding the meeting with the members of the local CBO’s ( Shorayari ) and 
introducing safe community programs and asking for introducing of the elites 
of the neighborhoods in the district (is being done) 

 Preparing for WHO experts visits (is being done) 

 Conducting the first SCSC in District 7 of the Tehran municipality in January 
2011(done) 
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Indicator 3: Programs that target high-risk groups and environments, 
and programs that promotes safety for vulnerable groups 

Improving safety of at risk age groups such as elderliness, women, students and 
activities and related interventions is one of the main plans. 

Five years plan, (will be planned and considered): 

 Using GIS for documenting statistics and data on the accidents in District 7 of 
the Tehran municipality 

 Identifying accident prone and places in highways, freeways and streets in the 
District 7 of the Tehran municipality of high ways and streets of district 

 Identifying risk factors at elderly and children safety 

 Reducing risk factors at elderly and children safety 

 

Indicator 4: Programs that document the frequency and causes of 
injuries: 

A GIS database on documenting accidents and harms in District 7 of the Tehran 
municipality has been considered in order to receive information and data from 
community level and SCSC will use private sector experts to manage it. Also the 
following interventions will be done to achieve this indicator: 

 Providing software of accidents and injuries registration 

 Providing a checklist for the organizations and members of the Safe 
Community Steering Committee  

 Determining  the accident prone at District 7 of the Tehran municipality 

 Monitoring and Analyzing collected data and information related to accidents 
and injuries at traffic areas, residential neighborhoods and preparing related 
charts and diagrams 
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Causes on accidents and death in District 7 Due to the place of accidents 

 

 

Causes on accidents and death in District 7 Due to the age of harmed 

 

Home 

24.2 

School 
3 

Street/Highway 

51.5 

Sport places 

3 

Industrial 
places/Building  

9.1 

Parks/Entertainm
ent places 

3 

Other Items 
6.1 

11-16   
12.1% 

17-25   
21.2% 

26-35 
27.3% 

36-45   
9.1% 

Over 45  

30.3% 
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indicator5: Existence of an evaluating system which control the 

 Performance, process and the effects of the program  

This important indicator has been considered in SCSC agenda and activity evaluation 
and interventions will be done by using checklists, documents and reports, technical 
agendas, questionnaires, pre-tests and post-tests, and other evaluation indicators. 

SCSC is about conducting a new software plan to reach more control on this index 
using IMS processes and documents. 

Indicator 6: Ongoing participation in national and international Safe 
Communities networks: 

The Mayor as the Head of the SCSC and his deputies and technical bodies have 
considered activities in implementing programs and interventions related to safe 
community. Some of the impressive ones are as below:  

 Conducting the first meeting on safe community in the district 7 with the 
attendance of governmental and nongovernmental organizations 

 Conducting workshop on safe community of District 7 with the attendance of 
different Professors, elite people, and responsible bodies of the District 7 of 
the Tehran municipality (will be done). 

 Participation in conducting national conferences and sessions on safe 
community  

 Arrangement for visiting WHO experts of District 7 of the Tehran municipality  

Publications: 

1- Booklet on safety of motor cycle drivers 

2- Pamphlets and brochures on “How to drive for being Safe” 

3- Publishing posters on Safety 

4- Preparing banners on Safety for children and Driving Safe  

5- Collaboration in translating Safe Community Manuals, books and guidelines as 
below titles: 

 Injury Surveillance Guidelines 

 Review on Children Injuries and Harms 

 Communication 

 Community Empowerment 

 Operational planning 


